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Questionnaire on the refugee crisis 

 

• 1) What do you do? How did the refugee crisis affect your job?  

• 2) Has the refugee crisis affected your personal life? If so, how and 

how did you deal with it? 

• 3) When did you realize the consequences (financial, etc.)? 

• 4) Do you know anyone who lost his/her job because of this? 

• 5) Did you understand great differences in society as to the 

economic and social characteristics of the village? 

• 6) Has the presence of NGOs helped you? 

• 7) Has the way you thought about the refugee and migratory issue 

changed? 

• 8) Did it happen to be in front of a scene between locals and 

refugees / immigrants? 

• 9) Have you ever worked with NGOs or even refugees? If so, how 

was your behavior and how their own? 

• 10) Was  your family income affected? 

• 11) Have you given the same freedom to your children as before 

when the refugees came? 

• 12) Did this affect you psychologically? 

• 13) Did you feel compassion for these people after what you saw 

and experienced? 
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Interview with Ms. Sandra Hooijberg, tourist manager 

 

1) What business do you do? How has the refugee crisis affected your 

work? 

I am a Team Manager in a major tourist company that brings here 

customers from some European countries in the summer. The 

refugee crisis has greatly influenced my job, because we had a great 

fall in tourism. 

 

2) Has the refugee crisis served your personal life? If so how and how 

did you deal with it? 

 Yes, it has also influenced my personal life, when we saw the 

refugees coming with the boats, walking and resting on the road etc. 

With the job we had fewer customers and then we did not receive for 

the company as much as we could they had been targeting us. I had to 

explain continuously what was happening here, to deal with clients 

who wanted to help, but also customers who did not want to see 

appeals. 

 

3) When did you realize the consequences? 

Since the summer of 2016 we have realized the consequences and 

even so far. 

 

4) Do you know someone who lost his job due to this issue? 

Yes, I also know people who lost their jobs, but also people who had 

to dismiss their staff. 

 

5) Did you understand great differences in society regarding the 

economic and social characteristics of the village? 
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 Yes, we understand it very well, since many people have financial 

problems. And this affects our community as well. 

 

6) Has the presence of NGOs helped you? 

Yes and no. He has NGOs that help deal with the problem with the 

large number of refugees, but many people came to the island as 

'volunteers' but did not offer much and denigrated the island in social 

media. 

 

7) Has the way you thought about the refugee and migratory issue 

has been affected? 

No. 

 

8) Was it in front of a scene between locals and refugees / 

immigrants? 

Yes, when the great wreck was made and all the village was in the 

port of Molyvos and helped wherever they could. 

 

9) Have you ever had to work with NGOs or even with refugees? 

If so, how was your behavior and how their own? 

No, I did not have to work with an NGO. But theyhelped me where I 

felt I needed help. And 2015/2016, I have helped a group of locals 

cleanse the beaches from too much rubbish that was left there by the 

flow of refugees. 

 

10) Did your family income affect? 

Yes 
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11) Have you given the same freedom to your children as before 

when the refugees came? 

Now, but in 2015, when we had a lot of people unknown on the road, 

refugees and NGOs, we were more careful. 

 

12) Did this affect you psychologically? 

It has influenced us psychologically, because we understand the 

suffering of these human beings, but we also suffer from what is 

happening. 

 

13) Did you feel compassion for these people after what you 

experienced? 

We felt pity for the many refugees who had gone through a lot of war. 

But there are many who are 'just immigrants, dragging their children 

to a dangerous road and waiting for paradise'. 
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Interview with Ms. Maria Teke, pharmacist 

 

1) What business do you do? How has the refugee crisis affected your 

work? 

I'm a pharmacist and it has affected me financially. Part of my income 

is from tourism, which has fallen sharply and so my clientele has 

fallen. Also, too many native people who lived in the village lost their 

jobs and were forced to move to other places so permanent residents 

from the village were lost. 

 

2) Has the refugee crisis affected your personal life? If so how and 

how did you deal with it? 

It made me not want to go out at all and want to close the shop 

quickly and go home. 

 

3) When did you realize the consequences? 

Within the first two months. The changes were sudden and of course 

negative. 

 

4) Do you know someone who lost his job due to this issue? 

Yes many! Likewise, I also know some who have found work through 

it. 

 

5) Did you understand great differences in society regarding the 

economic and social characteristics of the village? 

Yes, everyone was greatly affected, people were divided, others were 

in favour and others were against. They started to fight each other. 

Many have lost their jobs as we have said and society as a whole has 

been financially affected. 
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6) Has the presence of NGOs helped you? 

No, it did not help me. Some have helped and got the situation 

together, and some did not. 

 

7) Has the way you thought about the refugee and migratory issue 

been affected? 

Yes very much! Everyone would be affected if they lived this situation 

from close.  

 

8) Were you in front of a scene between locals and refugees / 

immigrants? 

I saw them in front of me. There were people who wanted to help 

them and people who wanted todrive them away. I was not in frontin 

a scene of violence, I only experienced contact with the locals in both 

ways. 

 

9) Have you ever worked with NGOs or even refugees? If so, how was 

your behavior and how their own? 

Yes, I worked with NGOs supplying various items for the camp. But 

also with refugees who came to the pharmacy. We tried to help as 

much as we could and the refugees were kind and grateful to us. 

 

10) Was your family income affected? 

Yes! 

 

11) Have you given the same freedom to your children as before 

when the refugees came? 
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No! We were afraid. Especially for our daughter because he had told 

us things that were particularly disturbing and we felt she might be 

in danger. 

 

12) Did this affect you psychologically? 

Yes, and of course negatively. 

 

13) Did you feel compassion for these people after what you 

experienced? 

I always felt compassion and that did not change. After all, what 

happened is not their fault. Bad management by other people is 

responsible for what we have experienced. 
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Interview with Ms. Daniella Chiotellis, shop owner 

12/3/2017 
 

1) Me and my husband own a cafeteria in the square of our 

village. Work was affected due to the drop in tourism. There 

was a reduced amount of charter flights entering the island 

which meant a significant decrease in customers. Therefore, 

the first few months, mainly May and June, were extremely  low 

but thankfully for July and August we had a lot of Greeks and 

Turks which made up for the tourism. But still it was definitely 

a drop. 

2) Yeah, I suppose it did in a way because you know we weren’t 

that busy so it put a lot more stress on the family. Obviously we 

were very worried about our future, about our income, about 

how we were going to pay our bills, about how we were going 

to support our children, so of course yes, we even thought 

about moving island or even country, if this was to continue. So 

yes, it definitely affected our personal life. 

3) Basically, I understood it pretty much straight away as we keep 

record every year on a daily and a weekly basis of our income 

and there was a huge drop. Probably about a 70% drop in 

income. 

4) Many people lost their jobs. We normally recruited more 

people, but obviously we weren’t able to do that so that meant 

doing a lot more work whilst we didn’t have the income. We 

were doing more hours a day for no money. I know that a lot of 

people lost their job especially in hotels, people weren’t being 

recruited, there were many people trying to juggle two or three 

people’s job at a time, so yes definitely. 

5) Yes, everything changed a lot. Everybody got very 

anxious...very stressed. They didn’t have the enthusiasm that 

they normally do because they were worried. So, generally, the 

whole atmosphere around, generally people were very 

downcast. Even tourists were starting to understand that, 
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while we were trying to remain as positive as possible... we 

tried to never look down just up, but it was difficult and 

generally the village’s vibe was very low. 

6) NGOs, no, not ourselves in this particular village because the 

majority of them stayed in the next village. In wintertime while 

they were staying in Molivos, um we had a few trickle here and 

there but no, we didn’t benefit from it at all. 

7) When it’s on your own front doorstep you definitely do see it in 

a totally different light. When it is right there in front of you 

and you see children crying, you see pregnant women walking, 

the suffering on people’s faces... yes, of course, it makes you feel 

very different and a lot more sympathetic, it’s a lot harder. But 

while there are a lot of sides to look at this particular 

issue/crisis, we obviously don’t look at it just on the refugee 

point of view. We have to look at it as an island that really only 

works with tourism, and only WORKS normally 6 months a 

year, being reduced to only 4 months because we had no 

tourists in April and we lost October because people are just 

not coming because they are frightened and the media has 

ruined everything which is a shame because like I say, when 

you see it upfront its, it’s very sad.  

8) No, I didn’t actually witness a scene as such I heard reports 

about different incidents at harbours and things like that but 

no, I’ve never witnessed anything bad just via the media. 

9) No, I didn’t have to work with neither, but working in a 

cafeteria you came face to face with a lot of people and it was 

interesting to see the different sides, the different stories, the 

different views which opened my mind a great deal. 

10) Income, as I said before, was definitely affected simply 

because there wasn’t as much work. Obviously it has affected us as 

a whole; we haven’t been able to do many things. But, yeah, 100% 

this crisis has definitely affected us financially and physiologically 

and it’s an extremely difficult time in our lives because we don’t 
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know what the future holds for us and our island, it doesn’t look 

good... 

11) Probably we were a little more apprehensive, just a little 

bit more worried. In this village, we allow our children to just 

wonder around at any time because we know that wherever 

they go there is someone we know. If they did get into any 

trouble, um, I guess I wouldn’t allow them to wonder around at 

night as much on their own, simply because there were so 

many refugees, not meaning that all of them were dangerous or 

bad, but just the fact that these people were very tired and 

exhausted and confused and I just didn’t think that it was right 

for my children to be wondering around as freely as normal.  

12) Yes, it made me think a lot more about life and about the 

future of my children, about the world with regards to wars, as 

to what’s going on, and yeah it’s made me contemplate a lot 

about what’s happening. It’s very scary and yes it’s made me 

more apprehensive and more worried. 

13) Of course, I’m human. I can’t blame these people for 

what’s happening I just blame the media because they’ve 

thrown everything into the wrong context. These people aren’t 

to blame; it’s the way they’ve been portrayed around the world 

that is to blame. 
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Interview with ConstantinaChiotellis (15), Junior High School student 

1) I do not have a job yet, but seeing my parents, we have a 

cafeteria in the square of our village, I saw a great difference 

from other years because of our tourist downfall. Other years 

my parents would come back from work and feel good with 

themselves because of their daily income, but this year we had 

to cut back on staff and they had to work more hours and 

harder each day. 

2) Yes it did, due to the fact that we didn’t have a very big income 

we were tight on going out at nights for dinners and travelling 

throughout the winter. Also we had many tourists/friends of 

ours asking if it was safe to come and if they did, would they 

see any refugees and migrants... 

3) We noticed our financial difficulties this winter as we have 

been on a tight budget since the beginning of the summer. 

4) Yes, many people lost their job, but what I do know is that 

many people’s income has dropped dramatically, too. 

5) Yes, I witnessed many people get in arguments about this issue 

- if they would help or not, so there are still some feuds going 

on between villagers, and also people have been very 

conservative with spending money. Let’s say, someone was to 

have their house painted, they wouldn’t call in the local painter, 

they would do it themselves now, in order to save money... and 

this has lead to the job downfall for this kind of people -  

painters, electricians, woodcutters e.t.c. 

6) N.G.Os did help restaurants and cafes but we don’t have so 

many in Petra -my village, so not as much as in other villages. 

Some NGOs were also quite disrespectful of our villages 

though, because they would drink too much at nights and then 

speed down our roads and cause problems and issues.  

7) YES! Before this, I was just an average teenager but as soon as 

this was introduced in our lives, I really saw what the refugee 

and immigrant issue was about. I had never seen so many 
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people on the island as this. Lesbos, MY Island, in the headlines 

and on international TV e.t.c. But, sadly, it was not good and 

positive news and we were misled by many people. But I also 

got to understand, mostly what refugees were living and it 

really got me down. Before this, of course I had heard about the 

issue, but now living it has given me a whole new dimension of 

thinking and understanding these poor people. 

8) Um, sadly, yes, with refugees and immigrants, it was about the 

first months when refugees and immigrants were entering 

Lesbos and I had heard of it, very intensely, but had not 

witnessed anything yet, so, when one day I went to Mytiline, I 

was shocked. As we were in the car, we were literally driving 

through huge groups of them, about 80-100 at a time walking 

the 60 km road from Molivos to Mytiline. My heart sunk. I had 

no idea how serious it was until I saw that. But I have to say 

that the most devastating thing about that experience was 

seeing little children and babies, walking, crying and nudging 

on the parents for them to lift them up and carry them on their 

backs. I do believe I cried seeing that and also knowing that we 

couldn’t take anyone in the car... 

9) No, I never had to work with them. Apart, of course, from the 

time when I visited them in camp with an Erasmusprogramme 

last year. Most of them were friendly, I think it was because we 

weren’t very intimidating being kids, but I also remember the 

women being very conservative and protective of their kids 

and themselves. My favourite experience was with a little 

Syrian girl, about 6 years old, called Kontos, also known as the 

camp’s diva, at Kara Tepe - a refugee/immigrant camp. She was 

the cutest little girl. She wanted to play with us and she gave us 

crisps and a bracelet. When it was time to leave, we were in 

tears because we bonded so much with her and were worried 

about the rest of her journey to come which was most likely 

going to be very uncertain. 

10) Yes, but I have seen other families suffer worse. 
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11) Um, I don’t have kids but my parents weren’t that 

protective because I’m usually out during the summer and this 

summer we didn’t have many refugees and immigrants in the 

village. 

12) I did indeed. I have changed the way I see the world and 

believe that I am one of not many children that have lived so 

intensely with this issue. Being in the Erasmus programme, 

though, has also made me more aware of this and I continue to 

learn more day by day. What also was strange was when I 

visited Wales this summer to stay with grandparents. I met 

these people when we were sitting in a coffee shop and when I 

told them where I was from, they immediately knew about it 

and were telling me about the latest affairs. I wasn’t even 

aware of, now, this was something that would not happen if we 

didn’t have this crisis. Before this, no one knew about Lesbos 

and Petra and Molivos, apart from our visitors. Sadly, though, it 

is all for the wrong reasons... 

13) Yes, I don’t know many people that haven’t felt any 

emotions about this. This is a worldwide phenomenon and it 

has affected us in more ways than possible. I still count my 

lucky stars to have a safe home and a warm bed to sleep in at 

night because seeing this, I see that this world is no heaven. 
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Interview with TsampikaTsoplaki(14), Junior High School student 

 

1. I help my parents in our hotels and bars, which mainly work with 

foreign tourists during the summer months. Yes, the refugee crisis 

has had an incredibly negative impact on us. Tourist bookings had a 

huge fall within a year. Large and renowned companies have 

abolished their flights to our island. Even the tourists themselves 

were afraid to come to the island for a holiday because there was the 

issue of misinformation. Tourists who were years old customers 

contacted us to ask us what conditions prevail and whether their stay 

on the island is safe. 

2. Yes, it affected me a lot. Seeing a group of people walking out of 

your house with young children, wet clothes, carrying bags were not 

the most enjoyable sight. Still, the scenes I saw every day were tragic 

and pathetic. 

3. We were among the few lucky ones that in the summer of 2015 we 

had absolutely no cancellations or impact on our work. But we had 

direct contact with other hotel owners, tourist shops, coffee shops, 

e.t.c., who had a great deal of damage and by the middle of this 

summer we understood the consequences. The cancellations in our 

summer bookings of 2016 have been noticed since the first months of 

this year. Since February, companies have begun to inform us of their 

decisions for the new season and we started to understand the extent 

of the damage. 

4. Too many people on the island lost their jobs. Mostly, those 

involved in tourism. I know many of my fellow villagers who have 

lost their jobs. There were people who lived on tourism and now just 

try to get along. I still know enough people who are thinking 

seriously about whether to open or not their businesses next summer 

- 2017. 

5. I did not see big changes, but people have reduced their expenses 

and are more conservative. Still many people have closed down their 

businesses because of the decline in tourism. 
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6. No, not at all. There were suggestions for staying with us but we 

did not accept them for various reasons. In the surrounding area, 

however, there were people who made a lot of money from them. 

7. I saw and lived the subject from all its aspects. I saw how it is to 

lose your job, but I also talked to refugees and they told me their 

story, yet, I saw how indifferent a person can be about this issue. 

8. Yes, in too many. One of these was when the inflatable boats came 

to our beaches ... the boat approached and the locals were crazy to 

take them out to get the engines and the like ... then, there appeared 

one who was in the boat and he wanted him to pay for it. 

9. As I said before, we were given opportunities but we prefered not 

to work with them.  

10. Not particularly, we just tried not to be as wasteful as before. 

11. Yes, they gave me the same freedom as before. 

      12. It affected me in many ways. I saw people going out of a boat, 

after watching them for 45 minutes in the open sea. I saw NGOs 

quarreling about who would help first. Photographers to fight who 

will take a picture first. Even locals finding things in the boats. I also 

saw young kids soaked to the skin crying. Children who in their 15 

came alone to a foreign country for a better future. I talked with them 

and learned a lot. I played with the kids and I saw the terror in their 

eyes. I was fortunate to talk to mothers of young children. Although I 

did not speak the same language, I believe that only by their looks I 

could understand enough. And then I realized that almost nobody has 

understood the extent that this issue has taken and most people just 

care about themselves. I personally not only do I regret for the people 

who  have come to a foreign country or lost their homes and their 

jobs, but also for those people who are insensitive to other people’s 

suffering. I know what is really happening: the interests that are 

being played, the exploitation that exists and the victims that exist. 
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Interview with Ms. Lisa-Marie Theologou, shop assistant 

 

1) I work in a bakery, so the refugee crisis did not affect my job. 

2) Although I knew we had many immigrants in our area, because 

they were passing through the back streets of the village I did not see 

them and did not worry. 

3) When a friend told me that. 

4) No,I do not know anyone you lost his work. 

6) Has the presence of NGOs helped you? 

In my opinion, yes, their presence helped because of lack of tourism. 

If the NGOs did not come and we would not have enough work. 

7) I was influenced in the way I was thinking because I was sorry 

when I saw them. 

8) No. 

9) No, I haven’t worked with NGOs or refugees. 

10) No. 

11) In the beginning, I did not let them go out alone with friends but 

in time, I let them because they did not go through the village 

anymore, but again I did not let them go out at night alone. 

12) Although I feel sorry for them, I cannot say that it affected me 

psychologically. 

13) Yes,I felt compassion every time I watched them either close or 

on the TV. I always love them for everything they have suffered. 
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Personal experiences of pupils working on the project 

 

In the beginning of the crisis the situation was completely 

out of control. Refugees and immigrants walked in the 

countryside, particularly at the seaside (Mythemna, Petra). 

There have been cases of unacceptable disrespect for public 

hygiene in the villages. An example, in Mythemna, we 

noticed that refugees and immigrants were polluting the 

environment everywhere. Many times they did not accept 

the help they were offered, and they showed their 

dissatisfaction by saying "no" to something that was given to 

them by locals (e.g. clothes, food). Generally, they had a bad 

attitude and in some way they invaded the island. They 

threw away packed food or foil used to cover it at the 

entrance of the village, specifically in Molivos, near the 

primary school. In the end, we ended up entering our village 

and seeing a lot of rubbish. Our emotions at that time were 

mixed. At first, we felt sorry for these people, but at the 

same time we felt very bad watching this “spectacle”, which 

made us wonder if we should really help them. On our part, 

we felt completely (2) unsafe. We felt uncomfortable when 

some men and women, due to their religion, were looking at 

us in a strange way because we were wearing shorts and 

accessories like bracelets. They came and talked to us in a 

very friendly way, offered us their own orange juice and 

their cigarettes, they were asking us to take pictures of 

them, e.t.c. Such behaviour caused us terrible worry and fear 

because living in a village we had never experienced 

anything like before . One day, going back home at 12:00 

p.m., we found out that our parents, extremely worried 

about us, had been calling us for about two hours!This made 

us realise that the situation was far more serious than we 

had realized. We stopped going to the primary school’s 

playground,where kids always gather,as the refugees and 

immigrants had found shelter in the neighbouring field and 

we heard about outbreaks of illnesses (3) which have 
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disappeared in Europe such ashepatitis. This caused a great 

reaction from the locals, as it aroused feelings of fear, hate 

and even disgust! Moreover, not only our villages but our 

island in general has suffered a huge blow to tourism 

because of the lack of organization and the inability of both 

the central and the local administration to manage correctly 

the advent of so many thousands of refugees and 

immigrants. This situation together with the interest of 

some people who sought personal gain led to the terrible 

defamation of the place. Defamation and ugly “promotion” 

by the media has naturally led to a decrease in the arrival of 

tourists on the island. So, the economy of the island was 

deeply hit and it would be slow to "recover". We, as 

children, have seen our parents as we have never seen 

before! Despair and uncertainty were the dominant 

emotions that were “painted” on their face 24 hours a day. 

Some may think that as immature children we are not 

feeling what is happening. The opposite! It is heart breaking 

for a 14-15 year old child to see his/her family desperate 

and (4) with serious economic problems. Many people have 

lost their jobs and others have been forcedto make it with a 

much lower salary. Because of this, families were obliged to 

leave their home and go to another part of Greece where 

conditions are better or even abroad. In the past years, the 

streets of our village were full of foreign tourists whereas, 

this year, 90% of the tourists were Greek. But again, even 

Greek tourists were fewer. Fortunately or unfortunately, the 

main revenues of Greece and especially of the islands come 

from tourism. Thus, if tourism is badly affected, all 

professions are directly or indirectly negatively affected. 

Meanwhile, the refugees will continue coming, their boats 

will sink and drown. This uncontrollable situation was 

managed by NGOs, the port and non-profit organizations in 

partnership with other organizations such as the Red Cross. 

After much effort, they managed to organize this constant 

arrival of refugees. The problem, however, is that many 

locals have been working for NGOs and this situation 
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benefits some specific people who, after taking money, 

expect the arrival of refugees in our country. Nonetheless, 

NGOs benefit a small part of our society. However, the main 

problem continues to exist and continues to upset most 

Lesbos residents. In addition to those who sought the 

economic interest through NGOs, there were also those who 

wanted to make money through illegal means. For example, 

they sold in the black market the engines of the refugees’ 

boatsabandoned on the beaches of the island as well as 

other materials they found. Another way (6) with which 

some people sought to make money was the misinformation 

of foreign residents. There are reports of posting videos and 

photos to social media such as YouTube showing the arrival 

of thousands of refugees on the beaches. Videos were 

accompanied by a donation call to help the refugees! These 

videos and photos showed everythinghappening in 

exaggeration, in a moredangerous and tragic way. It 

didn’ttake long this material to spread widely and reach the 

media around the world.People were afraid of coming to the 

island. From personal experience, we know that along with 

the refugees economic migrants from Africa, for example, 

from Somalia came.The exploitation of the refugee crisis 

only disgusted us (7) and made us wonder how it is possible 

"civilized" people exploit other people.  

Finally, we want to point out that we are not against anyone, 

nor do we judge anyone! If things were handled correctly 

and in time, all locals would be ready and willing to help.We 

mustn’t forget that many locals’ ancestors were Greek 

refugees from Asia Minor, the coast opposite the island of 

Lesbos. They came here, in boats, too, leaving everything 

behind, during the Asia Minor disaster in 1922. Especially 

these people, having heard family stories from their 

grandfathers, really wanted to help and they helped. But 

some other peoplewere just panicked because they felt they 

would be destroyed financially. 

 


